CCIF Application Form:
Your name (or the person we should contact if we need more information):
Your contact number:
Your email address:
Name of the project / initiative / idea:
What theme does it address:
• Sustainability
• Accessibility
• Safety and Security

• Inclusion / Positive Social Impact
• Mental Health and Wellbeing
• Other - if chosen you'll be asked to provide more information.

Tell us about your scheme or project (this is your opportunity to share as much detail as you think we need to know
about what your project is and how it will benefit customers or communities – there is no word limit but please be concise):

What benefits will it deliver (consider whether it benefits customers, communities or both and what the individual
benefits will be eg safety and security, better links with the community, reducing waste / energy usage, improving wellbeing):

What evidence do you have that the project / scheme is needed (this could include data/ statistics, letters of
support, examples of similar success elsewhere):

How much will it cost (we don’t need the detail of every penny but the more information you can provide here the better,
particularly if you are looking for higher levels of funding. Think about costs of materials, resources etc and try and provide a
breakdown if you can, these can be estimates, but if you have any quotes from providers you can include them):

What if any third party / match funding is in place (third party funding is not a requirement but is welcome,
particularly for schemes of higher value.

Please note that Northern’s seed corn fund and station adoption fund cannot be considered as match funding for CCIF. We
know that sometimes funding streams are dependent on others being approved so please specify whether funding has
been confirmed, if it is confirmed but dependent on successful bid to CCIF or if you have applied but are waiting to hear):
Will your scheme or project generate a commercial return:

• Yes
• No
• Don’t Know
Please provide more details such as the expected value:

Delivery Plan / Timescales (please provide an outline of milestones / timescales for the delivery of your project, if you’re
proposing something that Northern might deliver we can help with this section, please get in touch):

Risks (please identify any risks to the successful delivery of your project):

